The Apprenticeship

AMO® Trainer of Teachers
2019 - 20 Apprenticeship

COURSE STRUCTURE
1. Seventy hours of online instruction and discussion in real time using Blackboard Collaborate
2. Readings and written assignments to master the concepts, principles, and methods used
3. Mentoring sessions with instructors by Skype
4. A forty-hour practicum co-teaching an AMO® Teacher Training in your region with a formal evaluation

INSTRUCTORS
Elizabeth Youmans, Ed.D.
Creator and Editor AMO® Program and Author

Jill Thrift, Ph.D.
Instructor Chrysalis International and Author

Darrow Miller, M.A.
Co-founder Disciple Nations Alliance and Author

Luis Sena, MBA
VP Edify, Latin America

Jose Gonzalez, M.A.
Founder Semilla and Author

Francelia Chavez, D.Min.
Co-director AMO® Mexico and AMO® Master Trainer

Cristina Inchaustegui, Lic.
Director, AMO® Latin America and AMO® Master Trainer

COST
Chrysalis International Certificate: US$ 5,000.
A scholarship up to $4,500 may be obtained by application for support through the AMO® Scholarship Fund.

Diplomado en Educación Cristiana: Additional US$ 300.
Issued by San Pablo Theological Presbyterian Seminary in Merida, Mexico (25 credits/110 hours)

Principles and Practices for Christian Educational Leadership

Online Course and Teaching Practicum
March 20 - December 4, 2019
In Your Region - 2020

“The things which you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses, entrust these to faithful men who will be able to teach others also.”
- 2 Timothy 2:2

Publisher of the AMO® Program
Elizabeth L. Youmans, Founder
www.chrysalisinternational.org
501c-3 not for profit institute
Course Description

The Chrysalis AMO® Program is both an enriched curriculum for children and Christian worldview courses for the adults who teach and disciple them. It is designed to supplant the cultural strongholds that prevent believers from effectively discipling their families and communities for Christ. It also provides them the tools for igniting change, first in their own hearts and minds and then in others as they engage the culture. In order to equip the Church to teach AMO®, our trainer of teachers must first master the biblical vocabulary and principles and the Christian methods that are woven into the fabric of our AMO® Program. Cultivating a Christian mindset in adults requires “re-education.” This includes a commitment to reflective thought and study, to writing, and to practicing Christian methods that will challenge and replace old patterns of thinking and decision-making. This process also requires a love of learning and an investment of time which yields high dividends. Thinking Christianly births internal liberty and inspires fresh vision and hope. It produces effective communicators and leaders like Ezra and Nehemiah, those who are able to rebuild the walls of education in their spheres of influence.

Teaching and learning are first and foremost relational. Each apprentice is mentored by the course instructors through Skype appointments. This is the dynamic of an apprenticeship: the apprentice mastering the skills and art of Christian teaching and learning while in relationship with the master teachers. The successful completion of the online academic course and the practicum enables the apprentice to teach our AMO® five-day training in his or her country.

This Apprenticeship in Spanish includes nine months of online instruction in real time. Blackboard Collaborate is the audiovisual e-learning tool used. An audiovisual recording of each teaching is provided students after each class for further study, review, and reflection. A five-day practicum of shared teaching in an AMO® teacher training will be scheduled by the apprentice in 2020.

Criteria for Application and Selection

1. Certificate from our five-day AMO® Teacher Training
2. One year’s experience teaching children in an AMO® Program
3. Hold an earned university, Bible college, or seminary degree OR ten years of validated teaching or missions experience
4. Pastoral and professional character references
5. Registration and a Skype interview with Dr. Youmans
6. Approval by the Chrysalis Institute selection committee for scholarship

Contact Information

For the registration packet and teaching schedule, contact:
Elizabeth Youmans: eyoumans@chrysalisinternational.org